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INTRODUCTION:

The Evolving Healthcare
Security Landscape
Protecting access to electronic patient

Security challenges for healthcare

healthcare data (ePHI) while increasing

organizations can include:

availability can present a significant
challenge for healthcare security teams.

• Struggle to balance strong user
authentication security with usability

Enabling mobility and the use of remote
services, such as telemedicine (the remote
diagnosis and treatment of patients),

• Lacking effective visibility and control
over the entire environment

can greatly improve the accessibility of
patient care, expanding services to a
wider population.

• Increased complexity introduced
by unmanaged mobile devices such
as employee-owned smartphones

But that can require integrated,
interoperable systems that can increase
complexity and security risks that may
pose a threat to the privacy and security of

and tablets

Gaining an
understanding of
evolving themes
and issues in
healthcare
information
security today can
help inform and
shape your security
team strategy.

patient data.
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In this collection of articles, you’ll learn about:
• Key healthcare security

• How to protect against potential

recommendations from the newly

ransomware attacks on hospital

formed HHS Cybersecurity Task

systems by gaining endpoint visibility

Force on legacy systems, patching,
strong authentication and more

• How to secure against the
threat of stolen remote desktop

• FBI issuance of a security warning to

protocol (RDP) credentials

the healthcare industry about remote
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) attacks

• The latest goals for
Meaningful Use, including

• The top, most likely attack vectors
of interconnected EHR (Electronic

Balancing the
security and privacy
of patient data with
enabling mobility
and productivity in
healthcare is key.

facilitating multi‑provider care and
secure sharing of patient data

Healthcare Record) systems
• The importance of healthcare
• An overview of the OCR’s (Office
for Civil Rights) guide to preventing

network segmentation to
enable monitoring of data

ransomware, including basic
measures to take to secure remote
access to systems with ePHI

• Information security basics
that can help reduce the risk
of introducing vulnerabilities,
ransomware and threats to your
patient data environments
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New Healthcare Security
Recommendations from the
HHS Cybersecurity Task Force
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED JUNE 26, 2017

A healthcare cybersecurity

According to the task force, a few of the challenges the healthcare industry faces includes:

task force comprised of several
members of the information

Theft of Patient Data

Complex, Multi-User

A Matrix of Federal and

security industry and U.S.

Patient data fuels improved

Environments

State Regulations

agencies released a detailed

patient care and new treatment

Large, complex health systems

Many different laws can

and prescriptive 96-page

development, but can also be

involve many different players;

develop barriers to innovation

report (PDF) on improving

used for fraud, identity theft,

payers, physicians, research

and ease of use.

security in the healthcare

stock manipulation, etc.

institutions, medical device

industry earlier this month.

developers, etc., increasing
environmental complexity.
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 hese are some of the difficulties healthcare organizations
T
face when it comes to properly securing their systems:
Significant Resource

Lack of Visibility

Legacy Systems

Constraints

A shortage of resources

Both small and large

Operating margins can drop

results in the lack of

organizations have

below one percent, and many

infrastructure and systems

unsupported, outdated

organizations can’t afford

to identify, track, analyze and

hardware, software and

in‑house information security

translate threat data into

operating systems that can’t

or even security‑designated

actionable information.

easily be replaced, which

IT staff.

opens them up to the risk of
large numbers of vulnerabilities.

Healthcare
cybersecurity is a key
public health concern
that needs immediate
and aggressive
attention.”
—
Report on Improving
Cybersecurity in the
Healthcare Industry;
the Healthcare Industry
Cybersecurity Task Force
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Citing the rash of ransomware that
has plagued all types of healthcare

The task force will address the following imperatives
to increase security within the healthcare industry:

organizations and systems, the report
emphasized the need for more education

1. D
 efine and streamline leadership,

4. Increase health care industry

and awareness about security in the

governance, and expectations for

readiness through improved

healthcare industry.

health care industry cybersecurity.

cybersecurity awareness and

2. Increase the security and resilience of
Where can organizations turn for
risk management guidance?

medical devices and health IT.
3. Develop the health care workforce

The report recommends leveraging the

capacity necessary to prioritize and

NIST Cybersecurity Framework — identify,

ensure cybersecurity awareness and

protect, detect respond and recover

technical capabilities.

education.
5. Identify mechanisms to protect R&D
efforts and intellectual property from
attacks or exposure.
6. Improve information sharing of
industry threats, risks, and mitigations.

— as a way to help manage security
risks at a macro level. It’s not healthcare
specific, so the task force recommends
using FDA guidance for medical device
risk management. They also recommend
referring to NIST’s Special Publication on
Securing Electronic Health Records on
Mobile Devices.
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Security Recommendations
in the Healthcare Industry
Within each imperative statement, the report lists many
recommendations and action items, the bulk of which is too vast
and detailed to properly summarize here.
But here’s a few of the key points:

Recommendation 2.1:

Secure Legacy Systems
The task force refers to legacy medical

Organizations should identify, classify and

The report lists action items to help this

devices and electronic healthcare record

develop an approach to updating legacy

cause, including suggestions for the

(EHR) applications operating without the

systems, which is easier said than done,

government and industry to develop

ability to get receive security updates to

of course.

incentives to phase out legacy technology

protect against the latest vulnerabilities.

and create better procurement processes
for the future.
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Action Item 2.1.3:

Recommendation 2.4:

Another action item require organizations to make real-time

One common scenario in a hospital setting requires clinicians

updates and patches, making compensating controls available to

to sign into multiple computers throughout facilities to access

end users. They also need to have policies in place to receive and

patient medical records, order diagnostic tests, prescribe

implement available updates.

medication, etc. - they most often are using a single factor to log

Real-Time Updates and Patches

Strong Authentication

in, up to 70 times per shift.
One way Duo helps with this action item is by checking the
security health of each device at authentication - those include

The report states that:

indicators of out-of-date software and whether or not devices are
company or employee-owned.
If a device needs to be updated, you can create a policy that
notifies the user to immediately update before they log into your
systems. This preventative approach makes it easier for IT staff
short on resources to enforce real-time updates.

 a single factor approach to accessing
…
information is particularly prone to cyber
attack as such passwords can be weak, stolen
and are vulnerable to external phishing attacks,
malware and social engineering threats.”
The report’s Action Item 2.4.2 recommends adopting the
NIST SP 800‑46 guidelines for remote access, including the
use of two-factor authentication to secure access to electronic
healthcare record (EHR) system or health information exchanges
external to the hospital or clinical environment.
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Attackers Actively
Targeting Healthcare’s
FTP Servers
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED MARCH 30, 2017

The FBI has issued a private industry

These FTP servers are connected to

notification to the healthcare industry,

medical and dental facilities, giving

warning organizations that attackers

attackers access to regulated and

are actively targeting FTP (File Transfer

sensitive protected healthcare data,

Protocol) servers to access protected

according to the FBI. Criminals could also

health information.

configure FTP servers to allow for write
access, giving them a tool to store or
launch malicious attacks.
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FTP allows for basic, unencrypted and

At this year’s RSA Conference, it was

anonymous public file transfers, using

reported that the estimated annual costs

cleartext passwords for authentication,

of data breaches affecting the healthcare

according to SSH.com. While the legacy

industry has topped $6 billion, with an

protocol has been replaced by SFTP and

average cost of $2.1 million to resolve

SSH, the implementation is often forgotten

breaches, based on a Ponemon Institute

by organizations as it is deployed years

study on healthcare data privacy and

ago, but never disabled or replaced with a

security.

more secure protocol.
In the talk about electronic healthcare
The FBI cited research from 2015 about

record (EHR) security, a diagram about

over one million FTP servers that were

where EHRs are vulnerable highlighted

configured to allow for anonymous access

external and legacy systems connected to

to data stored on the servers, according

EHR data centers as likely attack vectors,

to a University of Michigan report. Last

for good reason.

September, Softpedia reported that nearly

Exposing
databases of
private patient
information
can lead to
HIPAA violations
which come with
hefty government
fines and data
breach costs.

800,000 FTP servers available online via
an IPv4 address were accessible online
without the need for any credentials.
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Likely Attack Vectors
Bedside
Technologies

Research & HIEs

Insurance
Companies

Wireless
Infrastructure

Patients &
Authorized Users

Government
Oversight &
Dashboards

External
& Legacy
Systems

Business
Continuity &
Failover

External Service
Providers
(ie. Labs)

Any legacy software can

endpoints in healthcare were

introduce a point of weakness

running the latest version,

for healthcare organizations.

Windows 10.

In the 2016 Duo Trusted
Access Report, we found

We also found that the

that the healthcare industry

healthcare industry had

is even more behind than

twice as many endpoints

other industries on average

running Windows XP, a

when it comes to updating

16-year‑old version of the

their Windows operating

OS that no longer receives

systems. Only 14% of Windows

security updates.

Updating legacy software
can sometimes be
difficult, if not impossible,
due to application
dependencies and
interconnected
medical devices.
However, the costs and impact of a data breach
can be far greater than those associated
with updating, patching and replacing old
systems with more secure ones.
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HHS Urges HIPAA
Guidance for Dealing
With Ransomware
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED MAY 18, 2017

In the wake of the widespread

The guide covers how to

While the ransomware attack

WannaCry ransomware

prevent and recover from a

hit hospitals in the U.K. hard,

attack that has quickly spread

ransomware attack, as well

Forbes has reported on

worldwide, the Dept. of Health

as how the Health Insurance

infected medical devices in a

and Human Services (HHS)

Portability and Accountability

U.S. hospital affecting Bayer

sent an email reminder to

Act (HIPAA) plays a role when it

Medrad radiology equipment

healthcare organizations,

comes to breach notification.

used to improve imaging.

urging them to adhere to the

Bayer will be sending out a

Office for Civil Rights’ (OCR)

patch for its Windows-based

ransomware guide published

devices soon.

last year.
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Preventing Ransomware With HIPAA
How does the HIPAA Security Rule requirements address the
security measures you can take to prevent malware/ransomware?
While not overly specific or technical (like PCI DSS), they do
provide a very broad outline of basic measures to take:
Security Management Process

Strong Access Controls

To secure remote access to systems with

Conduct a risk analysis to identify threats

Limit access to ePHI to only the users,

ePHI, using two‑factor authentication can

and vulnerabilities to electronic protected

applications or programs that require

reduce the risk of phishing or password-

health information (ePHI).

access.

related breaches. It’s highly recommended
in HHS’s HIPAA Security Guidance, and

Security Measures & Procedures

For example, the guide acknowledges

required for e-prescriptions by the Drug

Implement security measures and

that there isn’t a HIPAA requirement that

Enforcement Administration (DEA) - known

procedures to mitigate risks, guard against

explicitly calls for updating network device

as Electronic Prescriptions for Controlled

and detect malware.

firmware, but healthcare organizations

Substances (EPCS) compliance.

should identify and address the risks to
Train Users

ePHI when using network devices running

Educate employees so they can assist

on out-of-date firmware.

in detecting malware, and know how to
report detections.
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Recovering from Ransomware With HIPAA
There are specific policies and procedures that can help
healthcare organizations when it comes to responding and
recovering from ransomware:
Implement a Data

Establish a Contingency Plan

Security Incident Procedures

Post-Incident Procedures

Backup Plan

In addition to a data backup

Create procedures to detect

Conduct a deeper analysis of

Maintain frequent backups

plan, healthcare organizations

and conduct an analysis of

the incident to determine if

and conduct periodic test

need to conduct disaster

ransomware; contain the

providing a breach notification

restorations to verify the

recovery and emergency

impact and propagation of the

is necessary, and incorporate

integrity of the data backups.

operations planning. They also

ransomware; and remediate

lessons learned into existing

Keep backups offline and

need to analyze the criticality

vulnerabilities associated with

security processes to improve

unavailable to other networks

of applications and data, while

the ransomware attack.

incident response effectiveness

to avoid infection.

periodically testing contingency

for future incidents.

plans to make sure their teams
are ready to execute. This can
help businesses (like hospitals)
continue operating while
recovering from an attack.
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Remediating vulnerabilities

In addition to keeping your

Finally, when it comes to

Read more about the recent

that may have allowed the

antivirus up to date, you

breach notification, the

WannaCry ransomware

ransomware to infect your

should keep device OS,

HHS states:

attack, including specific tips

systems is key to closing

browsers, plugins and other

security gaps quickly and

software updated to protect

protecting against another

against publicly-reported

malware infection. One

vulnerabilities that can be used

example is applying the

to compromise access to your

Microsoft emergency patches

users’ devices and healthcare

released for older versions

systems. Use an endpoint

of their Windows operating

security solution that can

system (OS) to prevent the

detect risky devices and block

spread of the WannaCry

them until users update.

ransomware.

to help you prevent malware

The OCR presumes a
breach in the case of
ransomware attack.
The entity must
determine whether
such a breach is a
reportable breach no
later than 60 days
after the entity knew
or should have known
of the breach.

infection while keeping risky
devices from accessing your
applications, and learn more
about Duo for Healthcare.
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UK Hospital Systems
Running Windows XP
Are Taken Offline
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED JANUARY 18, 2017

The largest hospital group

The Health Service Journal

and Goole Hospitals forced

in the UK was the victim

reports that the attack affected

them to shut down systems

of an online attack, forcing

thousands of files hosted on

and cancel operations for four

them to take some of its

the hospital group’s Windows

days.

systems offline.

XP operating system, and the
file sharing system between

They were infected with a

The Barts Health NHS Trust

departments has been turned

variant known as Globe2,

is a system of three district

off, according to the Telegraph.

which commonly infects users

general hospitals staffing over

via phishing emails containing

15,000 employees serving 2.5

Last year, ransomware attacks

malicious links, according to

million patients in east London.

against Northern Lincolnshire

ZDNet.
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Protecting Healthcare Against Security Breaches
How can you protect your organization

in healthcare are running on the outdated

Run a Phishing Simulation

against ransomware and other online

Windows 7 OS, released in 2009.

Since phishing emails are often the

attacks against patient data?

harbinger of ransomware, malware and
Get Visibility Into Your Endpoints

other credential-stealing attacks, measure

Update Your Operating Systems

Check the security health of every device

your organization’s level of risk and

The hospital group was running Windows

that logs into your systems to ensure

likelihood of getting phished by launching a

XP, released in 2001 - over 15 years ago -

only Trusted Devices can access your

simulated internal phishing campaign. Then

and it has over 700 reported vulnerabilities

applications and patient data.

use the data to identify risks and educate

logged in the CVE Details database.

your employees. Learn more about Duo
Create custom device access policies to

Insight, a free phishing simulator tool, and

Extended support for the OS ended in

block risky devices based on what security

read our guide, The Trouble With Phishing

April 2014, which means it no longer

features they’ve enabled, or what version

to learn about risks.

receives security updates. That means it’s

of software they’re running to reduce the

an easy target for attackers that exploit

risk of ransomware infection.

Check out Duo’s Guide to Securing Patient
Data for more on relevant health IT security

known software vulnerabilities in older
Step Up Your Authentication Game

legislation, information security guidelines

Add not only two-factor authentication

for remote access risks, and more on how

According to Duo’s 2016 Trusted Access

(also known as multi-factor authentication)

you can protect against modern attacks

Report, the healthcare industry has twice

to your system logins, but invest in a

and meet regulatory compliance with two-

as many Windows endpoints running

solution with advanced user access

factor authentication.

XP than Duo’s average customers. And

policies to ensure only Trusted Users are

another 78% of the Windows endpoints

granted access.

systems to get access to hospital files.
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Education, Healthcare
& Government Targeted
by Stolen RDP Logins
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED ON MAY 1, 2017

Education, healthcare and

industries include legal and

servers and PCs remotely.

government are among the

aviation.

While convenient for remote

most frequently targeted

administrators, it’s also a

industries, at least when it

Microsoft’s RDP client allows

convenient point of entry for

comes to the amount of stolen

a user to remotely connect

malicious hackers that use

remote desktop protocol (RDP)

to another computer running

brute-force, or programmatic

logins up for sale on the dark

RDP software over a network

password-guessing attacks to

web, according to an analysis

connection. It provides a way

get access to RDP servers.

of 85,000 servers from

for system administrators

Flashpoint. Other targeted

to provide tech support to
17

Online criminals use these attacks to

system, Windows 7, which means they’re

server. In an analysis of the victim servers

find legitimate RDP credentials and put

missing out on many security features of

that connected to several of the C&C

them up for sale on one of the largest

the latest version, Windows 10.

servers that Kaspersky Lab had sinkholed,

dark web marketplaces known as

they were able to identify government

xDedic, effectively selling access to RDP

Back when I wrote about xDedic last

entities and universities as some of the

servers connected to systems belonging

summer, it was defunct - now it appears

high-profile targets.

to educational institutions, healthcare

to have emerged once again on the

organizations, federal entities, legal firms

dark web, accessible via Tor with a new

How can organizations protect against the

and many others.

address. In a June 2016 report from

risk of stolen and sold RDP credentials?

Kaspersky Lab, access to over 70,000

Take inventory of your administrator RDP

That means malicious hackers can

servers from 173 different countries was

accounts and remove them if they’re not

move laterally within the network, create

up for sale on xDedic. They also found 453

necessary to reduce your attack surface.

backdoors, install malware, steal data,

servers with point-of-sale (POS) software

alter settings and more if they can access

installed, meaning they may have been

Then implement two-factor authentication

RDP servers using just a username and

used for some type of credit and debit

to protect access to every RDP account

password. Windows systems are often

card processing by companies in the retail

login using secure methods like U2F or

the most frequently targeted platform;

industry.

Duo Push to mitigate the risk of a remote
attacker logging into your RDP servers

unsurprisingly, accounting for 63% of
devices, according to our analysis of data

In an analysis of one hacked server,

with a brute-forced password. That way,

in The 2016 Duo Trusted Access Report

Kaspersky Lab found that attackers

the attacker would need to physically

(stay tuned - our 2017 edition is coming

compromised it by brute-forcing the RDP

tap your USB device or approve a push

soon). Another 65% of Windows devices

password, then installed malware that

notification on your phone, in addition to

are running an old version of the operating

connected to a command & control (C&C)

using your password to be granted access.
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RSAC 2017:

Meaningful Use
or Meltdown — Is Your
EHR System Secure?
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED MARCH 2, 2017

I attended a talk on electronic

healthcare industry, with

on a healthcare data privacy

healthcare record (EHR)

healthcare organizations

and security study by the

system security given by

spending an average of

Ponemon Institute.

Leido’s Chief Cybersecurity

$2.1 million to resolve the

Strategist Gib Sorebo at the

consequences of a data breach

Security in the healthcare

2017 RSA Conference.

in the past two years. Gib

industry is relatively immature,

reported that an estimated

as the industry moved toward

Overall, the estimated annual

73% of patients will choose

adopting EHR systems to store,

costs of data breaches

another provider if their current

collect, process and share

has totaled $6 billion in the

one was breached, based

patient data in recent years,
19

motivated by government incentives called

away, the net-new installs of EHR software

implementations for their customers, as

Meaningful Use (as well as penalties for

has seen a decline.

they see themselves as the IT provider

not meeting the standards). In 2016, the

for organizations due to the breadth of

goals for using EHRs included improving

Gib recognizes the immature level of

EHR systems. EHR systems are often the

the outcomes of data capture, sharing and

healthcare security - many security

focal point of a healthcare organization’s

advancing clinical processes.

researchers have reported they’ve

environment that other applications

had trouble finding a place to report

interact with and support.

Another goal is to be able to facilitate care

vulnerabilities in the industry. But like

between multiple providers for patients

security in any other industry, it will take

Identity management can be more

and ensure secure sharing of patient data.

awhile for it to develop.

challenging in the healthcare field, as

While EHR incentives have started to fade

there are so many diverse users - patients,
nurses, doctors, non-employees, finance,
etc. that must have different levels

Information Security Challenges in EHR Systems
Many EHR systems overlap with Enterprise

maintenance are typically controlled by the

Resource Planning (ERP) systems and

EHR vendor, which can make it difficult for

other enterprise applications, causing

the healthcare organization to take a more

complexity, dependencies and challenges

proactive role, since they must wait for

for security.

their EHR vendor to act.

Vendor dependency can present security

According to Gib, some EHR vendors like

challenges since EHR patching and other

Cerner are taking a more active role in IT

of access, often to very large sets of
historical and current sensitive patient data
to do their jobs.
A clinician or nurse may need access to
historical healthcare data in order to avoid
duplicating resources - for example, calling
for duplicate MRIs if a patient has already
had one at a previous provider.
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EHR Interoperability Problems

Security Recommendations
for Healthcare

The typical EHR architecture includes a

According to Gib’s slide on where EHRs

client - usually a thick client on desktop

are vulnerable, diagramming the typical

Gib’s security recommendations include

or in a virtual environment. Then, there’s

EHR system with its interfaces, the attack

adopting a defense in depth security

middleware, which includes an application

surface can include:

approach, that is, layered security.
Authentication systems require a higher

server and related programs; plus a
database.

• External and legacy systems

level of security than other systems.

• Patients and authorized users

When there is a lack
of interoperability
between EHR
systems and other
providers, people
will often use
workarounds that
can create security
problems.

• Mobile devices

He also recommends implementing

• External service providers (e.g. labs)

network segmentation - segmenting based

• Research and HIEs (health

on use in order to monitor data as it moves

information exchange providers)
• Government oversight and
dashboards

through different junction points in the
organization. By monitoring what type of
data is transferred from medical devices

• Insurance companies

to clinical operations, you can determine if

• Wireless infrastructure

that’s the correct and safe route.

• Bedside technologies (medical
devices)
• Data center security (authentication)
• Business continuity & failover

21

Healthcare Network Segmentation

Good cyber hygiene,
patching systems
regularly, and log
analysis is key only if you
understand what those
logs mean and can put
them into context.
Gib mentioned that visibility into every system
isn’t there today, and is one area of security that

Mobile/Remote Users
Internet

BAA & Cloud Connections

Segmentation

Guest WiFi

DMZ

Medical Devices

Clinical Applications

Internal Users

needs attention.
He also recommends watching your users’ roles - don’t
just use the EHR’s default roles for different users,
but configure your own based on your organization’s
specific needs.
Cyber Infrastructure

Source: Gib Sorebo, RSA 2017
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In the Next Six Months…
To apply some of the best security

And, where feasible, implement two-factor

practices, he suggests ingesting EHR log

authentication for EHR administrative

data or output from an anomaly detection

functions. Duo’s two-factor authentication

tool into your SIEM (security information

solution can be integrated with

and event management) or other

healthcare applications and systems

centralized log aggregation tool. Duo’s

like Epic’s EHR to both protect against

Trusted Access solution provides detailed

credential theft attacks and help meet

authentication, user, administration, device

healthcare compliance requirements

and other security logs to help you monitor

for strong authentication - such as

and track any risks.

for e-prescriptions. Learn more about
Duo for Healthcare.

Another recommendation is to include EHR
components in regular vulnerability scans,
and look into the use of anomaly detection
tools to detect suspicious activity, and the
feasibility of application whitelisting for
EHR components.
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Information Security
Basics for Healthcare
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED MARCH 30, 2016

Healthcare organizations

and you have a rather complex

(including ransomware) and

present inherent challenges

mess to deal with, from an

new threats to their patient

when it comes to security

administrator’s perspective.

data environments. Here’s just

- take thousands of user

a few to get the conversation

devices accessing patient data,

There are, however, some

double the average amount

technical security basics

of application logons, then

that healthcare organizations

add in a bevy of networked

can employ in order to

medical devices that rely on

reduce the risk of introducing

outdated operating systems,

vulnerabilities, malware

started:
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Access Control

Maintain Endpoint Security

Reduce the risk to electronic

to access the same data as a

All devices - including mobile,

Block any device that doesn’t

protected health information

billing specialist to do their job.

tablets, PCs and laptops

meet your minimum security

(ePHI) by configuring electronic

Limiting access can reduce

managed or not by your IT

standards. This can reduce

healthcare record systems

your attack vector; the less

dept. - need to be kept up to

the risk of connecting with a

(EHRs) to grant access to a

access to patient data, the

date, with the minimum security

rogue device that is may be

limited group of people that

fewer accounts that can be

features enabled.

susceptible to malware or

need access to complete their

compromised.

vulnerabilities.
Create an access security

jobs, and terminate access
after employees leave the

Another aspect of access

policy that automatically

organization.

controls is the use of strong

checks your endpoints for

passwords, password

jailbroken/rooted status, screen

Inventory and identify ePHI on

managers, and two-factor

lock, passcodes, Touch ID and/

your systems and manually set

authentication for an additional

or full disk encryption before

access permissions to certain

layer of security. That way,

allowing the device to access

applications by creating an

even if a malicious hacker

your healthcare apps.

authentication policy for a

steals your password, they’ll

designated user group.

be blocked from accessing
your account without physically

Role-based access control

possessing your authentication

determines who can access

device (a smartphone or

what - a nurse may not have

USB device).
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Operating System & Server Maintenance

Software Maintenance

Uninstall any software

Patching servers is important

It’s critical to keep all software

With a large healthcare

application that’s not essential

too - there have been recent

up to date and apply patches

organization, it’s not easy

to running the practice. Check

reports of a new type of

on a timely basis, as security

to stay on top of the latest

to see if this software is critical

ransomware that gets

updates can address new

versions of everything. Invest in

to your EHR’s functions. If not,

installed after attackers

vulnerabilities in the software.

a logging and reporting system

remove it to reduce your attack

exploit unpatched server

vector.

vulnerabilities, targeting

Outside of automatic and

endpoint versions, and shows

hospitals.

weekly updates, monitor for

you when a security event

critical and emergency vendor

occurs, such as a new version
release.

Keep operating systems up

that tracks and monitors your

to date, and use an endpoint

Sometimes it not as simple

software updates that must be

visibility solution to get insight

as updating right away. Part

applied immediately. Recently,

into devices connecting to your

of the reason why hospitals

Adobe released an emergency

network and apps with patient

can’t always update to the

patch for nearly two dozen

data. Those unmanaged,

latest version of OS is due to

Flash vulnerabilities, including

employee-owned devices can

their complex IT infrastructure,

one being actively exploited in

bring a point of weakness

and specific applications that

the wild.

to your systems if they are

may rely on outdated (and

running outdated operating

unsupported) software to run.

systems (OSs). Notify any
users running outdated OSs
on their devices to update, and
warn/block them until they do.
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Backups and Business Continuity
Regular and automated offsite backups

Business continuity is the ability of

of your data should be maintained and

your practice to establish and follow

secured in the case of an emergency.

a clear procedure, with designated

Maintain secure backups in the cloud,

roles and responsibilities in the event

separate from your local/main system.

of an emergency. After an emergency,
healthcare administrators need to know

In the case of ransomware or other

how to access backups to produce

malware, keeping backups physically

information and medical records quickly.

disconnected from your local system
can ensure the data can’t be encrypted,

For even more tips, check out HealthIt.

deleted or stolen by the same malware

gov’s top 10 tips for cybersecurity in

attacking your main systems.

healthcare (PDF), and their summary of
the tips in shorter form.
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Solving for
Security Challenges
in Healthcare
As previously mentioned in the introduction, security

A few ways to address these issues with technical

challenges for healthcare organizations can include:

security solutions include:

• Struggle to balance strong user authentication
security with usability

• Using a lightweight, cloud-based two-factor
authentication solution that doesn’t interrupt
users’ login workflow

• Lacking effective visibility and control over the
entire environment

• Gaining insight into the security health of the
devices accessing your applications and systems,

• Increased complexity introduced by unmanaged

including EHRs that house ePHI

mobile devices such as employee-owned
smartphones and tablets

• Leveraging device access policies and controls
to detect, warn and block access by devices that
don’t meet your security standards
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About Duo for Healthcare
Protect Patient Data

Strong User Authentication

In healthcare, providing quality treatment

Healthcare professionals can easily

to patients is paramount — from the

and securely verify their identities

E-prescribers can securely sign

operating room to your computer or

before accessing your EHRs and

prescriptions with Duo’s two-factor

mobile device.

other applications remotely with Duo’s

authentication method, Duo Push. It has

easy‑to‑use two-factor authentication

been approved by a DEA-accredited

Duo’s Trusted Access platform ensures

solution that also checks the security

auditor, Drummond Group to meet

only Trusted Users and Trusted Devices

health of devices at login.

Electronic Prescription of Controlled

can access Every Application, protecting

EPCS Compliance for
E-Prescriptions

Substance (EPCS) compliance.

your patient data from unauthorized
remote access. Leave security to Duo,
so you can get back to the business of
saving lives.
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“



Easy Remote
Identity Proofing

Protect EHR
Applications

Secure Cloud
Access

Duo has enabled us
to use EPCS with a
secure, easy‑to‑use,
second factor of
authentication.”

Physicians can quickly and

Keep every application

With Duo’s secure single

remotely complete identity

protected by integrating Duo’s

sign‑on (SSO), your users can

proofing online by enrolling with

solution with your electronic

securely access all of their

Duo, answering a few security

health record (EHR) systems -

enterprise cloud applications

Kimberly Sucy

questions provided by Identity.

learn more about Duo for Epic.

by logging into a web portal

Supervisor, IAM

com, and downloading the

Duo also integrates with web,

once, saving time and

Duo Mobile app to approve

cloud, on‑premises, VPN,

increasing productivity.

e-prescriptions. ID proofing is

remote access gateway and

required for EPCS compliance.

other popular applications.
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The
Trusted Access
Company
Duo Security makes security painless, so you can focus
on what’s important. Our scalable, cloud-based Trusted
Access platform addresses security threats before
they become a problem, by verifying the identity of
your users and the health of their devices before they

“
Our admins love Duo’s easy and

connect to the applications you want them to access.

intuitive administrative panel.
Our users like that it doesn’t disrupt
their workflow more than necessary.”

Thousands of organizations worldwide use Duo,

Mark Kueffner

located from coast to coast and across the sea.

including Facebook, Toyota, Panasonic and MIT. Duo
is backed by Google Ventures, True Ventures, Radar
Partners, Redpoint Ventures and Benchmark. We’re

Senior Director of IT Systems Architecture & Operations

Try It Out at Duo.com.
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